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Auto-Tune Realtime Advanced never has gotten around to fixing the inaccuracies, and it still
stumbles when tracking alternate tunings. But when it does correct a problem, it does so without

artifacts or other flaws. Those who are using Auto-Tune in songs with other instruments will
appreciate the plugin. It takes about a minute or so for Auto-Tune to detect vocal pitch

abnormalities. But when it does, the changes are more than audible and more than seamless.
Unfortunately, the Auto-Tune Live, by comparison, does not process audio as fast and with more

precision. This may seem like a small problem, but it's actually a big deal. On many of today's tracks,
Auto-Tune Live takes about twice as long to analyze and correct a problem as Auto-Tune. A lot of

autotune has a similar sound to dubstep vocals. This plugin was specifically designed for DJs to use
live or in the studio to add an authentic dubstep sound. Ive tried multiple autotune effect plugins,

and this one is by far the best. Arturia Vocaliser is the exact opposite of the previous plugin. It uses a
lot of processor power and will slow down your computer. Since autotune sometimes has a very

specific effect, it can be disorienting and sometimes even hard to use if youre not trying to
reproduce a particular vocal effect. It does have some good and unique features like this cool clip-
tracking option. Although the price tag is a little scary, it will definitely be worth the money for any
vocalist. When it comes to finding free autotune plugins, Robin Hogarths Vocoder is a must. There

are a ton of vocal tones to choose from, which is great for creating that authentic, edgy sound.
Although its a single VST plugin, it includes a bunch of wav files so you can really change everything

in one plugin.
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i bought this yesterday. so far
ive played with it on a couple of
live tracks. for the life of me, i

cant get it to do anything for me.
the only times it ever seemed to

do anything was when i let it
auto-tune a completely messed

up track for me. thats ok
because i can always just fix it
manually in the mix. i also tried
a basic solo vocal tune. it cant

seem to get it to do anything. if
you want to record and mix

multiple vocal tracks, auto-tune
realtime advanced also lets you
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record multiple inputs for
simultaneous vocal tracking. the

maximum number of inputs is
64, which is plenty for most

recording sessions. each input
has independent control of pitch,
delay, velocity, amplitude, and

panning. auto-tune allows you to
mix and match inputs as you

like. each input also has its own,
unique midi channel. you can

use the midi channel to fade or
mute individual inputs. auto-tune
allows for manual tweaking of all
key parameters to fine tune the
vocals before you record. just
enter desired values for pitch,

delay, velocity, and amplitude on
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the keyboard. a simple tap of the
attack/release key will

automatically apply the current
settings to the audio source. it

can be argued that the best free
autotune plugin around is
timefix. its one of the most

popular plugins around and its
open-source, which means you
can use it on your own projects

without having to ask permission
from other people. timefix is

available for all oss and it offers
one of the best sounding

autotune effects around. timefix
is an autotune plugin thats a bit

of a secret weapon for audio
producers out there. it offers a
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superb sound and also one of the
most convenient auto-tune

plugins around. it also works
seamlessly with logic pro, but it

also works with almost every
major daw out there.
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